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FICO Enhances Ability to Predict Strategic Mortgage
Defaults

Groundbreaking researchimproves on traditional approach that relies on home price depreciation

MINNEAPOLIS — April 21, 2011 — FICO (NYSE:FICO), the leading provider of analytics and decision

management technology, today announced an analytic advance that substantially improves lenders'

ability to identify borrowers at risk of strategic default on mortgages. The company is consulting with

top mortgage lenders to provide custom analytic solutions for their mortgage porffolios, allowing them

to take preventative action and reduce the costly impact of strategic defaults.

Strategic default is the phenomenon whereby borrowers who have the capacity to make their

mortgage payments choose instead to default, often because the property value is less than the

mortgage's outstanding principal. Lenders have traditionally used the degree of home price

depreciation as a basis for predicting strategic defaults; however, new FICO Labs research indicates

that borrowers whose houses have lost the most value are only twice as likely to default as those

whose houses have lost the least value. Through the use of custom analytic models, FICO Labs

researchers have demonstrated the ability to identify borrowers who are over 100 times more likely to

default strategically than others.

In addition, FICO Labs researchers have found that, as a group, strategic defaulters tend to be more

savvy managers of their credit than the general population, with higher FICO® Scores, lower revolving

balances, fewer instances of exceeding limits on their credit cards and lower retail credit card usage.

This indicates that strategic defaulters display a different type of credit behavior than distressed

consumers who miss payments.

"Mortgage payment patterns have shifted, and some borrowers are intentionally defaulting on their
mortgages because they believe it is in their best financial interest, and because they believe the

consequences will be minimal," said Dr. Andrew Jennings, chief analytics officer at FICO and head of

FICO Labs."Before mortgage servicers can work effectively with potential strategic defaulters, they

must first be able to identify them. Our new research shows it is possible for servicers to find those at

greatest risk of strategic default, both to prevent losses and to prevent borrowers from making a

decision that will damage their credit future."

Experts say continued weakness in the mortgage sector is driving greater numbers of strategic

defaults. Studies from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business indicate that in September

2010, 35 percent of mortgage defaults were strategic, up from 26 percent in March 2009. A March

2011 study by CoreLogic shows that the number of residential mortgages with negative equity reached

11.1 million in the fourth quarter of 2010, or 23.1 percent of all residential mortgages in the United

States, up from 22.5 percent in the third quarter.
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"The continued weakness in the housing market makes it imperative for the mortgage industry to

develop more profitable lending strategies," said Craig Focardi, senior research director with

TowerGroup."Preventing strategic defaults — a relatively new problem — is a critical area of focus for

mortgage lenders. Lenders and servicers need to evaluate and implement new analytic innovations to

deal with new and traditional forms of risk."

The FICO Labs team built strategic default analytics to test the ability to rank-order both current and

delinquent borrowers by their likelihood of strategically defaulting on their mortgage. Their custom

models achieved excellent separation of borrowers into high versus low strategic default risk bands.

Among current borrowers (i.e., those not delinquent on any loans):

• The riskiest borrowers were found to be 110 times more likely to commit a strategic default than the
least risky borrowers.

• The riskiest 20 percent of borrowers included 67 percent of those who later committed strategic
default. In other words, a servicer could reach two-thirds of those who would commit strategic
default by targeting just 20 percent of its borrowers.

"The ability to spot likely strategic defaulters before delinquency enables servicers to intervene early,"

said Dr. Jennings. "Strategic defaults are bad for lenders and investors, they' re bad for the

homeowners who elect to default and they' re bad for neighborhoods and cities. Preventing them is in

the interests of everyone involved."

Additional details about the FICO Labs research findings have been published in a new white paper,

"Predicting Strategic Default," available for free at www.fico.corn/Insights.

About the FICON Score

With over 10 billion FICOIsi Scores used worldwide to empower lenders to make credit decisions, the

FICOIsi Score has become the standard measure of credit risk worldwide. FICO% Scores are used

today in more than 20 countries on five continents, as well as all of the top 50 U.S. financial institutions

and both the 25 largest U.S. credit card issuers and auto lenders. The latest FICOIsi Score version, the

FICOIsi 8 Score, has already been adopted by more than 3,500 lenders.

About FICO

FICO (NYSE:FICO) delivers superior predictive analytics solutions that drive smarter decisions. The

company's groundbreaking use of mathematics to predict consumer behavior has transformed entire

industries and revolutionized the way risk is managed and products are marketed. FICO's innovative

solutions include the FICO® Score — the standard measure of consumer credit risk in the United

States — along with industry-leading solutions for managing credit accounts, identifying and

minimizing the impact of fraud, and customizing consumer offers with pinpoint accuracy. Most of the

world's top banks, as well as leading insurers, retailers, pharmaceutical companies and government
agencies, rely on FICO solutions to accelerate growth, control risk, boost profits and meet regulatory

and competitive demands. FICO also helps millions of individuals manage their personal credit health

through www.myFICO.corn.

FICO: Make every decision count™.

Statement Concerning Forward-Looking Information

Except for historical information contained herein, the statements contained in this news release that

relate to FICO or its business are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the "safe harbor"

provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements

are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially, including the

success of the Company's Decision Management strategy and reengineering initiative, the

maintenance of its existing relationships and ability to create new relationships with customers and key

alliance partners, its ability to continue to develop new and enhanced products and services, its ability

to recruit and retain key technical and managerial personnel, competition, regulatory changes

applicable to the use of consumer credit and other data, the failure to realize the anticipated benefits

of any acquisitions, continuing material adverse developments in global economic conditions, and

other risks described from time to time in FICO's SEC reports, including its Annual Report on Form 10 

K for the year ended September 30, 2010, and its last quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the period

ended December 31, 2010. If any of these risks or uncertainties materializes, FICO's results could

differ materially from its expectations. FICO disclaims any intent or obligation to update these forward 

looking statements.

FICO is a trademark or registered trademark of Fair Isaac Corporation in the United States and in

other countries.
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Copyright 2010 Fair Isaac Corporation. All rights reserved.
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